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ABSTRACT 
 
Liquefaction-induced lateral spreading deformations can significantly affect the seismic performance of bridges, dams, 
pipelines, and other infrastructure located on, near, or beneath sloping ground.  Current approaches for predicting lateral 
spreading deformations consist primarily of empirical and strain potential methods that largely neglect the complex and 
critical factors that influence such deformations.  The response of liquefiable soils and the deformations they produce are 
influenced by such factors as nonlinear dynamic site response, dilation pulses, void redistribution, and water film 
formation, as well as complex two- or three-dimensional topographic effects. It has also been proposed that lateral 
spreading deformations can be estimated using Newmark-type sliding block analyses. From a qualitative standpoint, 
certain fundamental assumptions of the sliding block method (discrete failure surface, rigid perfectly-plastic behavior, 
constant shearing resistance, etc.) are inconsistent with the mechanics of lateral spreading. Such inconsistencies can 
affect the accuracy of back-calculated shear strengths from documented case histories, and consequently displacements 
predicted using those strengths.  The specific sliding block procedure most commonly used in practice makes the further 
assumption that lateral spreading deformations can be computed with yield accelerations based on the shear strength 
that the liquefied soil would be expected to mobilize during flow liquefaction failure. 
 
The applicability of the sliding block framework for lateral spreading problems was assessed in this study. A common 
sliding block-based procedure was evaluated probabilistically for two well-documented lateral spreading case histories, 
in both the back-analysis and forward-prediction frameworks. The results indicate that significant uncertainties, primarily 
related to characterization of the liquefied soil, ground motion amplitude, and record-to-record variability resulted in low 
precision of back-calculated shear strength and extremely low precision in predicted displacements. The high uncertainty 
in sliding block displacements has a strong adverse effect on estimation of lateral spreading hazards in a modern 
performance-based framework. 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Liquefaction-induced lateral spreading has caused 
significant damage to bridges, embankments, wharves, 
pipelines and other important elements of infrastructure in 
many past earthquakes.  Lateral spreading occurs when 
liquefaction is triggered in soils beneath sloping ground 
surfaces or under flat ground adjacent to slopes such as 
riverbanks, shorelines, and embankments.  The ground 
deformations associated with lateral spreading are often 
irregular in amplitude and location, and can impose 
significant deformation demands on structures supported 
on, or on foundations extending through, liquefiable soil 
deposits. 

Geotechnical engineers are often called on to estimate 
permanent deformations caused by lateral spreading, 
either for resilient design of structures it may affect, or for 
the design of soil improvement measures that may be 
used to mitigate the lateral spreading hazard.  Because 
the mechanics of lateral spreading are so complex, lateral 
spreading deformations have historically been estimated 
by empirical methods based on correlation to case history 
observations.  More recently, methods based on both 
simple and more complex dynamic analyses have been 
used for estimation of lateral spreading displacements.  

The simple methods take the form of sliding block 
analyses, which have been proposed (Olson and 
Johnson, 2008) for use with sliding resistances tied to the 
residual strength of liquefied soil; that procedure will be 
referred to hereafter as the OJ08 procedure.  This paper 
examines the assumptions inherent in sliding block 
analyses and the various steps involved in applying them 
to the lateral spreading problem, and finally assesses the 
uncertainty inherent in sliding block estimates of lateral 
spreading deformations. 
 
 
2 BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Seismic Slope Stability 
 
Evaluation of the seismic stability of slopes begins with 
evaluation of static stability, which is usually performed 
using limit equilibrium analyses.  Limit equilibrium 
analyses typically divide the soil above a potential failure 
surface into a series of slices, consider the forces acting 
on each of the slices, and compute a factor of safety by 
which the shear strength of the soil at the base of each of 
the slices would have to be divided to bring the slope to a 
state of incipient failure.  The factor of safety, FS, is taken 



 

 

as an index of the static stability of the slope – FS < 1.0 

implies “failure,” but does not provide any indication of the 
consequences of that failure.  Limit equilibrium analyses 
imply rigid-perfectly plastic material behavior on the failure 
surface. 

The earliest, and still frequently used, form of seismic 
slope stability analysis is pseudo-static analysis.  In this 
method, the mass of soil above a potential failure surface 
is multiplied by constant horizontal and vertical 
accelerations to produce static inertial forces; in practice, 
the vertical inertial force is usually neglected.  The 
horizontal inertial force is applied in the downslope 
direction, in which case it acts to destabilize the slope, 
and a limit equilibrium analysis is performed to compute a 
pseudo-static factor of safety.  Obviously, this is a gross 
simplification of the actual loading applied to a slope 
during an earthquake, in which inertial forces are not 
constant and act in both the downslope and upslope 
directions.  The pseudo-static method also retains all of 
the assumptions of static limit equilibrium analyses, and 
the condition of FS < 1.0 also implies “failure” without 
indicating its consequences.  The pseudo-static approach 
can be used to compute the acceleration amplitude at 
which the pseudo-static factor of safety is equal to 1.0.  
This acceleration level, which can be interpreted as the 
acceleration amplitude at which failure would just begin, is 
referred to as the yield acceleration, ay, of the slope.  
Yield accelerations can be computed for pseudo-static 
forces acting in both the downslope and upslope 
directions; of course, the downslope yield acceleration will 
be lower than the upslope yield acceleration by an 
amount that increases with increasing slope steepness.  
For very flat slopes or slopes involving very weak soils, 
however, strong shaking can cause exceedance of the 
yield accelerations in both the downslope and upslope 
directions. 

Recognizing that relative displacements between the 
materials above and below a failure surface would occur 
(under the rigid-perfectly plastic assumptions of limit 
equilibrium analyses) when the yield acceleration was 
exceeded, Newmark (1965) proposed a sliding block 
method of analysis.  The conventional sliding block 
analysis assumes that a rigid failure mass will begin to 
slide with constant shearing resistance on a discrete 
failure surface when it is subjected to an acceleration 
greater than the yield acceleration.  The failure mass will 
continue to slide relative to the underlying material until 
the acceleration has dropped below the yield acceleration 
long enough for the slope to decelerate to zero relative 
velocity.  By double-integrating the relative acceleration 
over time, the displacements of the failure mass can be 
computed.  Figure 1 shows the time history of 
displacement of a seismically unstable slope and the 
shear stress-displacement history computed from a one-
way sliding block analysis, which is the approach used in 
a typical sliding block procedure (Olson and Johnson, 
2008).  The shear stress-displacement history shows the 
rigid-perfectly plastic behavior of the interface – the 
unstable soil does not move until the strength of the 
interface is reached, so it is either not moving or is moving 
with a constant shearing resistance.  The displacement 

increases, and only increases, in a series of incremental 
steps when the shear strength is reached.  
 

 

 
Figure 1.  Results of typical sliding block analysis: (a) 
shear stress-displacement behavior on interface with 5 
kPa strength and (b) sliding displacement history. 
 
 

A number of researchers have performed multiple 
sliding block analyses using many slope configurations 
and many input motions, and have correlated the 
computed slope displacements to relevant characteristics 
of the slopes and motions.  The first analyses of this type 
were performed by Makdisi and Seed (1978) as part of a 
decoupled analysis of the stability of dams and 
embankments.  Since that time, others have performed 
much more extensive sets of analyses to develop 
relationships between sliding block displacements and 
various predictive variables such as yield acceleration, 
peak acceleration, and magnitude (e.g., Bray and 
Travasarou 2007; Rathje and Saygili 2009).  Subsequent 
refinements of this type of analysis included consideration 
of additional intensity measures (Jibson 2007) and 
compliance of the sliding block (Kramer and Smith 1997; 
Bray and Travasarou 2007).  These procedures allow 
estimation of sliding block displacements without having 
to actually perform sliding block analyses. 
 
 



 

 

 
 
2.2 Liquefaction and Lateral Spreading 
 
Liquefaction results from the contractive tendencies of 
non-plastic soils (typically sands and silty sands) 
subjected to cyclic loading.  Laboratory tests have shown 
that sands tend to build up pore pressure when subjected 
to undrained cyclic loading.  For soils under level ground, 
i.e., with no static shear stress, pore pressures will 
continue to increase with increasing number of loading 
cycles until it reaches the level of the initial effective 
stress, at which point the effective stress is zero and initial 
liquefaction is said to have occurred.  Unless the soil is 
extremely loose, however, the contractive nature of the 
soil changes to a dilative nature when the stress ratio 
becomes relatively large.  This phenomenon of phase 
transformation causes pore pressures to both increase 
and decrease during individual cycles of loading.  The 
increase in effective stress during dilation causes the soil 
to stiffen, resulting in the familiar “banana-shaped” stress-
strain loops frequently seen in harmonic loading tests on 
liquefiable soils.  In the presence of an initial, static shear 
stress, a situation that exists in or near sloping ground 
subject to lateral spreading, the strains induced in the soil 
are asymmetric so that permanent strains develop in each 
cycle of loading, even if the ultimate shear strength of the 
soil is not mobilized.  Under the type of irregular, transient 
loading that occurs in actual earthquakes, the stress-
strain behavior is quite complicated.   

Figure 2 shows a time history of shear strain and the 
stress-strain behavior from a cyclic simple shear test 
performed on a sand sample subjected to an initial, static 
shear stress.  The stress-strain behavior shows a 
relatively high initial stiffness, extreme softening as pore 
pressures develop, and evidence of dilation-induced 
stiffening due to phase transformation behavior – 
behavior that is clearly very different from the rigid-
perfectly plastic behavior implied by the assumptions of 
the sliding block model.  The shear strain time history 
shows strain developing in a series of both positive and 
negative increments.  The positive increments are larger 
than the negative increments because of the positive 
initial, static shear stress applied to the test specimen and 
result in a permanent shear strain of nearly 15 percent.  
The behavior shown in Figure 2 is representative of the 
behavior of soils subjected to lateral spreading, and can 
be seen to be very different than the behavior implied by 
the rigid sliding block model shown in Figure 1.  Large 
strain increments can be seen to occur in both the 
positive and negative directions, and the available 
shearing resistance is never constant. 

While Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of a particular 
element of soil subjected to loading representative of that 
occurring in a lateral spread, the deformations produced 
by actual lateral spreading are typically distributed over 
the thickness of a liquefiable layer.  Depending on site 
stratigraphy, that layer may be thick or relatively thin.  The 
liquefiable layer can be visualized as a stack of sublayers 
each responding to the loading imposed upon them in the 
complex manner of the test specimen shown in Figure 2.  
The total displacement of the layer would be equal to the 

sum of the products of the strain in each sublayer and the 
thickness of the sublayer. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.  Shear stress-strain behavior and shear strain 
history from cyclic simple shear specimen subjected to 
transient loading. 
 
 
 
2.3 Lateral Spreading Case Histories  
 

As previously noted, lateral spreading models are 
empirically-based.  Some are direct empirical models 
obtained by regression against lateral spreading case 
histories, and some use case histories to validate 
numerical analyses.  Sliding block lateral spreading 
models fall into the latter category, so an examination of 
their applicability requires examination of the case history 
data used in their development.  A case history database 
developed by Olson and Johnson (2008) to back-
calculate shear strength ratios used in their sliding block 
model, can be compared to the previously established 
database used by Youd et al. (2002) to develop their 
empirical model. Since both the Youd et al. (2002) and 
OJ08 methods are intended to predict lateral spreading 
displacements, their databases should ideally represent a 
broad range of source and site conditions under which 
lateral spreading is expected to occur.  

Dating from the work of Bartlett and Youd (1992), 
lateral spreading case histories have typically been 



 

 

divided into two categories – ground-slope and free-face 
case histories – on the basis of surface topography.  
Ground-slope case histories are those in which the slope 
of the ground surface at and near the site of interest are 
so uniform that the failure can be considered to be of the 
infinite slope variety.  Free-face case histories involve 
sites with a level ground surface adjacent to a slope of 
limited lateral extent.  Ground-slope and free-face sites 
are characterized by slope inclinations (S) and free-face 
ratios (W), as indicated in Figure 3.  Youd et al. (2002) 
limit their lateral spreading model to conditions where 
0.1% < S < 6% and 1% < W < 20% with the warning that 
mechanisms other than lateral spreading (e.g., flow 
liquefaction, rotational slumping) may be responsible for 
observed slope displacements under conditions where S 
or W exceed those upper limits. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Notation for geometries of ground-slope and 
free-face sites (after Bartlett and Youd, 1992). 
 

While the OJ08 database is considerably smaller (39 
case histories) than the Youd database (484 cases), it 
samples from a more even distribution of sites and 
events.  Over 75% of its case histories in the Youd et al. 
database come from only two events (1964 Niigata and 
1983 Nihonkai-Chubu), resulting in a source-site distance 
distribution that is skewed heavily towards these two 
events (21 and 27km, respectively). The OJ08 database 
contains a comparatively even distribution of source-site 
distances about its median of about 9 km. The two 
databases also differ in the types of site topographies 
contained in each. Nearly 80% of the cases surveyed by 
Youd et al. involved sites with ground slope inclinations 
less than 1%. On the other hand, nearly 75% of cases in 
the OJ08 database correspond to free-face sites.  For 
those case histories, free-face ratios averaged about 
23%. As indicated earlier, however, ground deformations 
tend to be influenced by effects other than lateral 
spreading at free-face ratios greater than 20% (Bartlett 
and Youd, 1992). Thus, the displacements in a significant 
fraction (over 60%) of the cases in the OJ08 database 
may be influenced by mechanisms other than lateral 
spreading.  

A particularly well-documented case history of lateral 
spreading was that observed at Moss Landing in the 1989 
Loma Prieta earthquake (Boulanger et al., 1997).  Lateral 
spreading at several locations caused damage to 
roadways and the Moss Landing Marine Laboratory.  
Figure 4 shows the soil profile at one of the lateral 
spreading sites along with ground displacements 
measured with an inclinometer at a casing installed before 

the earthquake.  The lateral displacements were 
associated with a medium dense sand layer that extended 
from about 2.0-3.6 m depth.    Correcting for overburden 
pressure, the median (N1)60 value of that layer was 20 
blows/ft. The displacements can be seen to be distributed 
relatively evenly over the thickness of the sand layer 
rather than accumulating on a very thin, discrete failure 
surface. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Subsurface conditions and measured lateral 
displacement profile from Moss Landing lateral spread 
case history (Boulanger et al., 1997). 
 
 
2.4 Sliding Block Analyses of Lateral Spreading 

Displacements 
 

Castro (1987) was the first to suggest the potential 
applicability of the sliding block method, using the 
Newmark method to analyze the Heber Road lateral 
spread from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake.  Baziar 
et al. (1992) also suggested the use of sliding block 
analyses for predicting lateral spreading displacements, 
although emphasizing that characterizing the post-
liquefaction residual shear strength could be problematic.  

More recently, Olson and Johnson (2008) presented a 
sliding block procedure for prediction of lateral spreading 
displacement.  The procedure involves the performance 
of sliding block analyses with yield accelerations 
computed using residual strengths assigned to liquefied 
layers.  The procedure was developed by back-calculating 
liquefied shear strengths from 39 lateral spread case 
histories in two stages.  

First, sliding block analyses were used to estimate the 
yield acceleration of each lateral spread. A suite of 20 
acceleration time histories was compiled for each case 
history, based on the magnitude, rupture mechanism and 
site conditions associated with that case history. All of the 
motions were then scaled to the observed or estimated 
PGA at the site. The motions were then used as inputs to 
a series of one-way sliding block analyses for a range of 
yield accelerations. The observed displacement was then 
used to determine the median yield acceleration for the 
case history (Figure 5).  Both the observed displacement 



 

 

and median yield acceleration were treated as known, 
deterministic quantities. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 5.  Schematic illustration of Olson and Johnson (2008) framework for back-calculation of MSR from observed 
displacement. 
 

In the second stage, a series of pseudo-static slope 
stability analyses were used to compute the liquefied 
shear strength ratio that corresponded to the median yield 
acceleration computed in the first stage. Using the 
available site data for each case history, a soil profile of 
the lateral spread was generated for limit equilibrium 
slope stability analysis. Then, using pseudo-static 
analyses, the liquefied strength ratio of the liquefiable 
material was varied to establish a relationship between 
yield acceleration and liquefied strength ratio (Figure 5b).  
The liquefied strength ratio determined in this manner was 
treated as a known, deterministic quantity. 

When the back-calculated liquefied strength ratios 
(Su,liq/σ’vo) for the 39 case histories were plotted against 
their in situ penetration resistances (N1)60 and qc1, Olson 
and Johnson (2008) concluded that the data coincided 
with the strength ratios back-calculated from liquefaction 
flow failures by Olson and Stark (2002) (Figure 6). It was 
also proposed that the same relationship used to estimate 
mobilized strength ratios from CPT and SPT penetration 
resistances for flow failures could be used to compute 
yield accelerations used in sliding block predictions of 
lateral spreading displacements. 

Despite the relative ease of applicability of a sliding 
block procedure for evaluating lateral spreading 
displacements, a number of components of the sliding 
block framework warrant further consideration. Moss and 
Hollenbeck (2011) primarily addressed the uncertainties 
involved in characterizing SPT and CPT values for the 
case histories. Specifically, they noted that 10 of the 39 
cases featured only one (or in two cases, neither) of the 
two test methods; the authors instead relied on published 
correlations to convert between Swedish Cone (SWS), 
SPT, and CPT values. The discussers found that using 
such correlations introduced coefficients of variation 
(C.O.V.) of 40% - 120% to the penetration resistance 
estimate. Park and Kutter (2011) analyzed the 
uncertainties in the correlation equations between 
penetration resistances and mobilized strength ratio 
(Olson and Stark, 2002) and used by Olson and Johnson 

(2008), and found that the coefficient of correlation (R
2
) 

was about 0.4 for the lateral spread dataset. This low 
R

2
 value suggested that there is considerable uncertainty 

in the relationship between the in situ penetration 
resistances and mobilized strength ratios estimated by 
Olson and Johnson (2008).  Park and Kutter (2011) also 
noted the strong sensitivity of computed displacement to 
mobilized strength ratio and pointed out the need to 
examine computed displacements based on both the 
upper and lower bounds of the Olson and Stark (2002) 
relationship. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

Figure 6: Relationship between penetration resistance 
and both liquefied shear and mobilized shear strength 
ratios, for (a) SPT and (b) CPT data (Olson and Johnson, 
2008) 
 
 
2.5 Issues in the Application of Sliding Block Analyses 

to Lateral Spreading 
 
The preceding sections have described sliding block 
analyses, liquefaction and lateral spreading, and an 
available procedure for estimation of lateral spreading 
displacements using sliding block analyses.  They have 
also pointed out a number of issues that must be 
considered when evaluating the applicability of sliding 
block analyses to lateral spreading problems. 
 

1. Sliding block models assume deformations occur 
on a single, discrete sliding surface whereas 
lateral spreading deformations are generally 
distributed across the thickness of a liquefied 
layer. 

2. Sliding block models accumulate displacement 
only when the shear strength on the sliding 
surface is exceeded whereas lateral spreading 
deformations can develop due to plastic 
deformations at shear stresses lower than the 
shear strength of the soil. 

3. Sliding block models, as applied to lateral 
spreading problems, assume a constant shear 
strength whereas the resistance of a liquefying 
soil to permanent deformation changes, often 
drastically, over time. 

4. Sliding block models can be performed with two-
way sliding allowed or inhibited.  For most slope 
stability problems, the upslope yield acceleration 
is so large that it is never exceeded, but the flat 
slopes upon which lateral spreading frequently 
occurs allow development of both upslope and 
downslope increments of deformation. 

5. Sliding block models are generally performed 
with a single horizontal component of ground 
motion but ground motion intensity, and sliding 
block displacements resulting from it, can vary 
azimuthally (Kramer and Lindwall, 2004).   

 
There are also a number of issues involved in developing 
a practical and useful sliding block model for accurate, 
unbiased prediction of lateral spreading displacements 
over the range of conditions that geotechnical engineers 
are typically concerned with. 
 

1. Distributions of data – a predictive model for 
lateral spreading displacements should be based 
on data evenly distributed across the ranges of 
parameters for which the predictive model is 
considered to be valid.  Current lateral spreading 
databases are not large, and some are 
dominated by a small number of different 
earthquakes. 

2. Characterization of loading – ground motion 
recordings are almost never available at sites 

where lateral spreading has occurred and been 
investigated in sufficient detail to produce a 
useful case history.  As a result, loading must be 
estimated using ground motion intensity 
measures, indirect measures of loading (e.g., 
magnitude and distance), or by development of 
time histories with characteristics similar to those 
of the motions expected to have occurred at the 
site.  Because lateral spreading displacements 
can be sensitive to the detailed characteristics of 
ground motions, these procedures involve 
significant uncertainty. 

3. Difficulty of assigning a single penetration 
resistance to a particular case history – Olson 
and Johnson (2008) used average penetration 
resistance over relatively large thicknesses, but 
lateral spreading deformations are likely to be 
associated with the looser portions of a layer of 
liquefiable soil. 

4. Difficulty of characterizing a particular lateral 
spread by a single displacement vector – lateral 
spreads frequently involve complex, three-
dimensional, distributed deformations that may 
occur in different directions that are not well 
defined in existing case history databases. 

5. Difficulty in characterizing slope geometry – 
current procedures typically require idealization 
of slope topography into the binary cases of 
ground-slope and free-face geometries.  Actual 
slope topographies may have elements of both 
geometries, or may not fit well into either 
idealized category. 

6. Selection of ground motions to use in case 
history interpretations – lateral spreading 
deformations develop after triggering of 
liquefaction when the stiffness of the soil is 
greatly reduced and the profile responds most 
strongly to low-frequency components of ground 
motions.  Olson and Johnson (2008) related 
sliding block displacements to yield accelerations 
using suites of ground motions scaled to PGA, 
which ensures consistency of high-frequency 
components but leads to considerable 
uncertainty at the lower frequencies that 
influence sliding block displacements. 

 
All of these issues, those associated with the sliding 

block model itself and those associated with its 
application to lateral spreading problems, suggest that 
lateral spreading displacements computed from sliding 
block analyses should be considered to be uncertain.  In 
an effort to quantify the level of uncertainty in these 
computed displacements, a probabilistic analysis of the 
sliding block procedure was undertaken 

 
 
3 PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION OF SLIDING 

BLOCK-BASED METHOD FOR BACK-
CALCULATING SHEAR STRENGTHS  

 
The sliding block procedure uses a mobilized strength 
ratio computed from a back-calculated yield acceleration 



 

 

to predict lateral spreading displacements.  To evaluate 
the uncertainty in lateral spreading displacement 
predictions, it is necessary to evaluate the uncertainty in 

both the back-calculated yield accelerations and back-
calculated liquefied strength ratios. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 7: Subsurface profile of the Moss Landing MBARI 3 lateral spreading site, including probabilistic input soil 
parameters, for use in SLIDE.   

 
In this section, the back-analysis procedure is re-

created for a well-known case history analyzed by Olson 
and Johnson (2008) with uncertainties accounted for as 
well as possible.  The goal was to produce estimates of 
the distribution of liquefied shear strength and yield 
acceleration, rather than as discrete, deterministic 
quantities. The case history analyzed is the Monterey Bay 
Aquarium Research Facility (MBARI 3) in Moss Landing 
where 25 cm of permanent ground surface displacement 
(Figure 4) was observed in the 1989 Loma Prieta 
earthquake (Boulanger et al., 1997). This case was 
selected due to its well-documented nature; ground 
movements and subsurface conditions were well 
investigated and documented, liquefaction was found to 
have occurred in clearly defined, continuous strata (Figure 
7), and ground motions could be reasonably well 
estimated.  

Ground motion characteristics for the MBARI 3 case 
history were estimated by computing median response 
spectra for the site using four NGA West-2 ground motion 
prediction equations (GMPEs). The mean of the four 
spectra was used as a target spectrum to which a suite of 
20 motions was scaled.  The motions were scaled by a 
constant factor to minimize the least-squares difference 
between the scaled motion and the target spectrum. 

 
 

3.1 Probabilistic Back-Calculation of Yield 
Acceleration 

 
The OJ08 procedure used a series of sliding block 
analyses with 20 motions scaled to the estimated site 
PGA of 0.25 g to determine the median yield acceleration 
corresponding to the observed ground displacement for 
each case history.  In the probabilistic analyses described 
here, 20 motions were selected and scaled to match the 
entire target spectrum, rather than the just the PGA, for 
the site.  These motions were also based on more recent 
GMPEs than were available when the OJ08 procedure 
was developed.  The response spectra scaled to PGA 

(OJ08 approach) and scaled to the target spectrum (this 
study) are shown in Figure 8.  The motions scaled to a 
common PGA have a somewhat higher median spectrum 
than those scaled to the target spectrum, and a much 
higher dispersion at periods greater than about 0.1 sec. 
Analyses of sliding block displacements showed that they 
were most closely correlated to spectral accelerations at T 
= 0.8 sec.  At that period, the median spectral 
acceleration of the PGA-scaled motions is 30% higher 

than that of the target spectrum-scaled motions, and 
dispersion in the PGA-scaled motions is 27% higher than 
in the spectrum-scaled suite of motions.  
 

 



 

 

 
Figure 8.  Response spectra scaled: (a) to match target 
PGA, and (b) to match target response spectrum, for 
the Moss Landing MBARI 3 case history.   

In the case of MBARI 3, such a significant difference in 
spectral amplitudes can be traced to the fact that Olson 
and Johnson (2008) scaled the ground motions to a PGA 
of 0.25 g estimated by Boulanger et al. (1997), based on 
an estimated bedrock acceleration of 0.15 g and the 

application of a site amplification factor. This is somewhat 
higher than the PGA of 0.21 g from the target spectrum 
obtained using GMPEs with appropriate Vs30 values. Of 
the 39 cases analyzed by Olson and Johnson, 32 were 
assigned “observed” PGA values that were at least 5% 

higher than would be estimated using modern GMPEs. 
On average, the observed PGA values interpreted by 
Olson and Johnson (2008) were about 35% higher than 
GMPE estimates, suggesting that a systematic bias 
toward high PGA values may exist in the OJ08 procedure. 
Whether or not the actual estimated PGA for a particular 
site is more accurate than the GMPE estimate naturally 
depends on the reliability of the PGA estimate itself. 

The differences in the two suites of ground motions 
influence the computed sliding block displacements 
shown in Figure 9.  The back-calculated yield acceleration 
distributions produced a median yield acceleration of 

0.043 g with σlnay=0.501 for the PGA-scaled motions and 

a median yield acceleration of 0.035 g with σlnay=0.265 for 

the spectrum-scaled motions.  The yield accelerations 
obtained using the PGA-scaled motions are considerably 
higher, and more uncertain, than those obtained using the 
target spectrum-scaled motions.  With reference to Figure 
5, stronger motions for a particular yield acceleration lead 
to greater displacements for that yield acceleration; as a 
result, a given observed displacement will correspond to a 
higher yield acceleration for a stronger suite of motions.  
The higher yield acceleration can be expected to lead to 
higher interpreted mobilized strength ratios.  
 
 
3.2 Probabilistic Back-Calculation of Mobilized 

Residual Strength Ratio 
 
In the OJ08 back-calculation procedure, the median yield 
acceleration was used to determine the mean residual 
strength of the liquefied soil. To estimate the distribution 
of residual strength corresponding to the observed 

displacement in this probabilistic analysis, the distribution 
of yield acceleration given observed displacement must 
be combined with the distribution of mobilized strength 
ratio Sr/σ’vo (denoted as MSR) given yield acceleration. 
The distribution of MSR obtained this way can be 

expressed in the form of a cumulative distribution function 
(CDF), FMSR: 
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The first term on the right side of Equation 1 was 
characterized by means of Monte Carlo pseudo-static 
slope stability analyses. The MBARI 3 profile was 
modeled using SLIDE 6.0, a commercial limit equilibrium 
slope stability analysis program that features probabilistic 
functionality in which the mean and standard deviation 
can be defined for each input soil parameter.  In these 
analyses, the unit weight, cohesion, and friction angle of 
all but the liquefied soil layer were randomized; for the 
liquefied layer, the residual strength was calculated as 
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Figure 9.  Sliding block displacement vs. yield 
acceleration based on motions scaled: (a) to match 
target PGA, and (b) to match target response 
spectrum, for the Moss Landing MBARI 3 case history. 
 

 
For a given horizontal seismic coefficient (aj) and 

strength ratio (msri), a pseudo-static factor of safety was 
calculated using 100,000 realizations with soil properties 
sampled using a Latin Hypercube Sampling scheme 
(LHS). In addition to the familiar factor of safety (FS), 
SLIDE also reports the probability of failure (PF = 
P[FS<1]), which is the fraction of the total number 

samples that failed. The probability of non-exceedance of 
msri for the given aj is equivalent to the complement of the 
relationship between PF and MSR: 
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The probability of non-exceedance curve for MSR for a 
given yield acceleration was developed by fitting a 
distribution to the SLIDE data. The data obtained from the 
SLIDE analyses can be interpreted as a series of 
“success” and “failure” observations; for a given yield 
acceleration and MSR, a certain number of LHS 
realizations had factors of safety of either greater than 1.0 
(success) or less than 1.0 (failure). This form of data 
observation is characterized most appropriately using 
binomial regression for the probability of failure on the 
predictor variable MSR.  The form of the binomial mean 
response function depends on the assumed distribution of 
the errors, also known as the link function. For the case 
with MSR as the predictor variable, a logistic link function 
(in which the error term follows a logistic distribution) was 
found to produce the best fit to the observed data. This 
process was repeated for a range of horizontal seismic 
coefficients representing the range of yield accelerations 
back-calculated from the sliding block analyses (Figure 

10).  Carrying through the summation of Equation 1, 
CDFs of MSR for different yield accelerations were 
computed as shown in Figure 10. 

In order to obtain the CDF of the back-calculated MSR 
given the observed displacement, the probability density 
function (pdf) for the yield acceleration (Figure 11(a)) 
must be combined with the CDFs for MSR given yield 
acceleration using Equation (1).  Doing so, and then 
differentiating FMSR(msri | dobs) with respect to MSR yields 
the probability density function fMSR (msri | dobs)  shown in 
Figure 11(b).  The median value of MSR for the MBARI 3 
case history, based on the yield acceleration distribution 
computed using the PGA-scaled motions, was 0.122 with 

σlnMSR = 0.304.   Using the spectrum-scaling motions, the 

median MSR was 0.107 with σlnMSR = 0.161.   Thus, the 

median MSRs are similar (within 15% of each other), but 
the dispersion from the PGA-scaled motions is nearly 
twice as large as that from the spectrum-scaled motions. 

It should be emphasized that these results do not 
account for uncertainty in the measured displacements 
upon which the entire MSR back-calculation process is 

based.  Uncertainty in those displacements would lead to 
even more uncertainty in back-calculated yield 
accelerations and MSR values. 

Based on their back-calculation analyses, Olson and 
Johnson (2008) concluded that the back-calculated MSRs 
from the lateral spreading case histories plotted 
consistently within the bounds of the Olson and Stark 
(2002) MSR relationship derived from liquefaction flow 

failures, and that such strengths were applicable to sliding 
block analyses of lateral spreading displacements.  This 
critically important conclusion is assessed here 
probabilistically, using the back-calculated lateral spread 
MSRs characterized in this section. For a given 
representative penetration resistance, Q = qi, the upper- 
and lower-bound MSRs (msru,i and msrl,i) from Olson and 
Stark (2002) were calculated.  
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The probability that the MSR estimated from the MBARI 3 
case falls within the Olson and Stark bounds, denoted as 
PMSR(qi), can be expressed as: 
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Figure 11.  Back-calculated probability density 
functions for: (a) yield acceleration, and (b) mobilized 
strength ratio for MBARI 3 case history.   
 
 

The CDF of MSR can be used to evaluate the 
reasonableness of this conclusion for MBARI 3.  Using qc1 
= 10 MPa as a representative CPT resistance for the 
liquefied layer at MBARI 3, Equation (4) produces lower 
and upper bound MSR values of 0.14 and 0.20, 
respectively.  The MSR distribution computed here gives 
corresponding exceedance probabilities of 50% and 86%, 
so the conditional probability that the MBARI 3 MSR is 
actually within the upper and lower bounds of the Olson 
and Stark (2002) residual strength model is 36%.  
However, the probability will also be influenced by 
uncertainty in penetration resistance.  Lognormal 
distributions were fit to the MBARI 3 (N1)60 and qc1 
penetration test data. The probability of being within the 
Olson and Stark (2002) bounds were then summed over 
the penetration test distributions:  
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where Nq is the number of penetration test values in the 
distribution.  This process indicated probabilities of MSR 
being between the upper and lower bounds of the Olson 
and Stark (2002) mobilized strength ratio of 18% based 
on SPT data and 19% based on CPT data.  These low 
probabilities call into question the conclusion that the 
residual strength of the liquefied soil provides a good 
basis for sliding block-based prediction of lateral 
spreading displacement for the MBARI 3 case history. 

 

4 PROBABILISTIC SLIDING BLOCK PREDICTION 
OF LATERAL SPREADING DISPLACEMENT 

 
In order to characterize uncertainty in the sliding block 
procedure for estimating lateral spreading displacements, 
the Moss Landing MBARI 3 site was analyzed in a 
forward prediction framework. Particular attention was 
paid to characterizing the uncertainties involved in site 

 

Figure 10: Probability-of-failure data and best-fit curves for logistic mean response functions for the Moss Landing 
MBARI 3 case history. 



 

 

conditions, in the mobilized strength ratio of the liquefied 
material, in the pseudo-static analyses used to determine 
the yield acceleration, and in the sliding block-based 
relationship between yield acceleration and permanent 
displacement. 
 
4.1 Analysis Procedure 
 
For the pseudo-static analyses, the site geometry, 
position of the phreatic surface, and parameters of the 
non-liquefied soils were the same as those used in the 
previously described back-calculation procedure (Figure 
7). The location of the failure surface was specified using 
the “Block Search” capability in SLIDE. The failure surface 
was specified to be noncircular, and to be defined by two 
line segments, in this case passing through the bottom of 
the liquefiable material. The upslope limit of the failure 
plane was constrained such that any failure masses 
calculated by SLIDE had free-face ratios less than 20% to 
be consistent with Youd et al.’s upper limit for lateral 
spreads.  

To obtain statistical inputs for the strength of the 
liquefied material, mean and uncertainty estimates of the 
MSR were computed using the relationship of Olson and 
Stark (2002) with their reported standard deviation of 
0.025. For a given penetration resistance value qi, the 
probability of exceedance of MSR can be expressed via:  
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where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution 
function, μmsr(qi) is the mean MSR calculated from 
Equation 1, and σmsr is the standard deviation for MSR 
(0.025, in this case).  

Monte Carlo pseudostatic analyses were performed in 
SLIDE using the Latin Hypercube Sampling, with 100,000 
realizations, for a series of applied horizontal seismic 
coefficients (ak). In a similar manner to the back-
calculation framework, the probability of failure PF for a 
given horizontal acceleration ak was determined by simply 
calculating the ratio of cases of FS<1 to the total number 
of cases. For a given yield acceleration, PF is also a proxy 
for the probability of non-exceedance of that yield 
acceleration 
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Similar to the back-analyses, the variation of the observed 
PF was characterized via binomial regression, although 
this time with respect to the logarithm of the yield 
acceleration. A complementary log-log link function 
(where the errors are assumed to follow an extreme value 
distribution) was found to provide the best fit. These 
calculations produced CDFs for the yield acceleration, 
with the corresponding PDFs obtained by differentiation. 

For the MBARI 3 site, the range of yield accelerations 
within one standard deviation of the median value of 
0.057 was 0.036 to 0.13 g.  

The sliding block analyses were performed using a 
suite of 20 ground motions, scaled to a PGA of 0.25g. The 

computed sliding block displacements were modeled as a 
mixed (discrete/continuous) random variable. In this 
framework, displacements below a certain threshold do (in 
this case do  =1 cm, after Bray and Travasarou [2007]) 
were treated as equal to do/2 (5 mm), and are 
represented by a probability mass P[DH=do/2].  This 
displacement level is considered to produce negligible 
physical damage. The probability distribution of 
displacements greater than 1 cm were then modeled as a 
truncated lognormal distribution (Greene, 2003), which 
can be expressed as 
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For a given penetration resistance, the probability of a 
particular permanent displacement level can be computed 
by combining the probability distributions for yield 
acceleration, MSR, and permanent displacement:  
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However, it should be recognized that penetration 
resistance is also uncertain. The total uncertainty of the 
sliding block displacement prediction can be computed by 
integrating (or summing) over the penetration resistance 
distribution, i.e., as  
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The continuous portion of the distribution was modeled as 
a truncated lognormal distribution (Green, 2003).  The full 
mixed-variable distribution for the predicted displacement 
can be represented by a mixed probability mass/density 
function (Figure 12a) and a cumulative distribution 
function (Figure 12b). These curves illustrate the discrete 
probability of negligible displacements (e.g. 
displacements below 1 cm), the probability distribution of 
displacements given that they are non-negligible, and the 
calculated probability of non-exceedance curves. By 
applying sliding block framework probabilistically, a 
median permanent horizontal displacement of 10.7 cm 
was predicted for the MBARI 3 case history, which is less 



 

 

than half the observed displacement of 25 cm.  The 
corresponding lognormal standard deviation (σlnD) was 
1.25. For the MBARI 3 site, the estimated displacements 
corresponding to one standard deviation from the mean 
ranged from about 2 cm to approximately 41 cm.  Thus, 

the observed displacement of 25 cm was within one 
standard deviation of the predicted median, but only 
because the uncertainty in the prediction was 
extraordinarily high.

 

4.2 Comparison with Empirical Procedure 
 
For comparison, probabilistic analyses of the lateral 
spreading displacements for the MBARI 3 site was carried 
out using the Youd et al. (2002) empirical model. 
Uncertainty in the characterization of penetration 
resistances was reflected in the equivalent thickness 
parameter (T15), which refers to the cumulative thickness 
of liquefiable strata with SPT resistance less than 15 
blows/ft. This was characterized through a set of 1000 
simulations, in which the SPT resistance of the liquefiable 
stratum was randomized with a median value of 20 
blows/ft and σln(N1)60 = 0.749 over 0.1 m sublayers.  The 
value of T15 was then determined for each realization by 
summing the thicknesses of the sublayers with N less 
than 15. A normal probability distribution for T15 was fitted 
to the simulation results; the median value of T15 was 1.26 
m, with a standard deviation of 0.212 m. The total 
probability of displacement exceedance for the 
displacements using Youd’s equation was computed as: 
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where P[D > di|T15 = t15,j] is lognormally distributed, with 

the median obtained from the Youd et al. (2002) equation 
with σlnD = 0.464. For the MBARI 3 case, the median 
predicted displacement was 0.511 m and the lognormal 
standard deviation was 0.496, which is only 40% of the 
standard deviation associated with the sliding block 
procedure. Comparing the two medians to the observed 
displacement of 0.25 m, the sliding block method under-
predicts the observed displacement by a factor of 2.3, 
while Youd et al. (2002) method over-predicts it by a 
factor of about two. The differences in uncertainty can 
have a strong impact on lateral spreading hazard 
evaluation. Table 1 summarizes the percentile 

displacement values corresponding to the mean, 
plus/minus one standard deviation, and 95

th
 percentile 

from both methods. Despite the relatively similar median 
values, the 84

th
 and 16

th
 percentile values differ by a 

factor of more than 20 using the sliding block method, 
compared to a factor of only 2.7 using the Youd et al. 
method.  
 
 

Table 1: Summary of predicted permanent 
displacements for Moss Landing MBARI site using 
the Sliding Block and Youd et al. (2002) methods 
 

Analysis 
Method 

Predicted Displacement (m) 

16th 
Percentile  

50th 
Percentile 

84th 
Percentile 

95th 
Percentile 

Sliding 
Block 

0.019 0.107 0.408 0.943 

Youd et 
al. 
(2002) 

0.312 0.511 0.837 1.16 

 

 
Figure 12.  Probability distribution for predicted displacement at MBARI 3: (a) mixed probability mass/density function 
for DH < 1 cm and PDF for DH conditional on DH  > 1cm (b) cumulative distribution function. 



 

 

 

 
Figure 13.  Distributions of predicted displacement 
from sliding block and Youd et al. (2002) procedures: 
(a) probability density functions and (b) cumulative 
distribution functions.  
 
 

A similar set of analyses performed for the Wildlife 
lateral spreading case history (Bennett et al., 1984), 
where a permanent displacement of 18 cm was observed, 
showed median MSR values that were also lower than 
those computed by Olson and Johnson (2008).  
Probabilities that the MSR values were within the Olson 
and Stark (2002) boundaries were 38% based on CPT 
data and 23% based on SPT data.  In a forward analysis, 
the median predicted sliding block displacement was 6.8 
cm with a logarithmic standard deviation, σlnD = 1.20.  For 
the same case, the Youd et al. (2002) model predicted a 
median displacement of 14.1 cm with a standard 
deviation, σlnD = 0.464. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.3 Implications for Performance Evaluation 
 
Modern performance-based earthquake engineering 
involves the prediction of response in a probabilistic 
framework.  Probabilistic response has two components 
in a PBEE framework – one related to the median 
response and a second related to uncertainty.  The 
second component acts as an “uncertainty amplifier” that 
increases the computed response for a given return 
period by an amount that increases with increasing 
uncertainty.  Thus, in a PBEE framework, the uncertainty 
in response prediction plays a critical role in the predicted 
response, and consequently in predictions of physical 
damage and loss.  Response prediction methods with low 
uncertainty are advantageous relative to predicting 
methods with high uncertainty.  The sliding block 
procedures are notable for the extremely high uncertainty 
in their results.  The probability distributions shown in 
Figure 13 do not capture the differences in dispersion due 
to the differences in median values and because the 
linear displacement scale does not visually indicate the 
significant predictions of very small displacement 
indicated by the highly skewed sliding block distribution.  
Figure 14 shows the sliding block and Youd et al. (2002) 
distributions on a logarithmic scale. 
 

 
Figure 14.  Probability density functions for predicted 
MBARI 3 displacements using sliding block and Youd 
et al. (2008) procedures.  Vertical arrow indicates 
observed displacement. 
 
 
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Sliding block analyses have seen wide usage over the 
past few decades as a convenient and straightforward 
approach to estimation of the permanent deformations of 
potentially unstable slopes. However, the utility of such a 
framework is limited by how consistently it represents the 
actual conditions that are being analyzed. As such, sliding 
block analyses can be quite useful for analyzing inertial 
instability problems at particular sites where failure 
mechanisms are controlled by relatively thin layers of soil 
that maintain constant shearing resistance.  Liquefiable 
soils do not behave this way, so the applicability of sliding 



 

 

block analyses to lateral spreading problems has been 
called into question. 

The application of sliding block analyses to lateral 
spreading problems, while intriguing, has several practical 
considerations worth discussing. The objective of the 
research described in this paper was to assess how 
uncertainties inherent in the sliding block framework could 
potentially affect both the conclusion that sliding block 
analyses should be performed using residual strengths 
back-calculated from flow slide failures and the 
magnitudes of the permanent displacements they predict.  

Two elements of a predictive model are of primary 
importance when considering its use for performance 
prediction – bias with respect to observed displacements 
and the uncertainty associated with its predictions.  A 
number of issues associated with sliding block predictions 
of lateral spreading displacements described in this paper 
relate to both bias and uncertainty.  Compilation of a case 
history database is an important step in development of 
an empirical model, and the Olson and Johnson (2008) 
database appears to have a broader and more uniformly 
distributed range of case histories than the database used 
by Youd et al. (2002).  However, the Olson and Johnson 
(2008) database contains a high percentage of case 
histories with very steep slopes – so steep that the 
mechanism(s) that produced significant portions of the 
observed displacement may not have been lateral 
spreading.  The fact that flow-type mechanisms may have 
contributed significantly to the observed displacements 
may help explain Olson and Johnson’s conclusions that 
residual strengths apply to lateral spreading problems.  
Using a displacement larger than that produced by lateral 
spreading will tend to bias back-calculated MSR values to 
be too low.  Selection and scaling of ground motions to be 
used in MSR back-calculation also has the potential to 
produce bias.  The PGA-scaled motions used in the Olson 
and Johnson (2008) procedure appeared to be biased 
high for four Moss Landing sites and the Wildlife site; 
excessively strong motions would tend to produce back-
calculated MSR values that are too high.  The inherent 
assumption that failure occurs on a discrete failure 
surface tends to underpredict displacements that are 
distributed over a thicker zone, as is frequently the case in 
lateral spreading failures.  Using a procedure that predicts 
displacements that are biased low will lead to back-
calculated MSR values that are too high.  The restriction 
of sliding to occur only in the downslope direction can 
lead to overprediction of displacements for relatively flat 
slopes in weak materials where upslope inertial forces 
can produce incremental upslope deformations.  Thus, 
weaker motions could cause the observed displacement, 
which means that back-calculated MSR values would be 
too low. 

It therefore appears that some of these biases tend to 
cause underestimation of MSR (which would lead to 

overestimation of lateral spreading displacement in a 
forward prediction) and others tend to cause 
overestimation of MSR (which would lead to 
underestimation of displacement).  In such cases, the 
biases can act as compensating errors that reduce their 
collective effect on median predicted responses.  It should 
also be noted that using forward prediction procedures 

with the same biases as those used during interpretation 
of the case histories upon which the procedures are 
based will tend to reduce the effects of those biases.  
However, not all biases are affected in this way, and none 
of them reduce the uncertainty in the predicted response 
– rather, they increase it. 

Other factors that contribute to high uncertainty in 
sliding block-based lateral spreading displacement 
predictions include uncertainty in case history 
displacement measurements, selection of representative 
penetration resistances at case history sites, and record-
to-record uncertainty in ground motions. 

It has been shown that the combination of all of these 
uncertainties results in highly variable estimates of the 
back-calculated mobilized strength ratio, even for two 
relatively well-constrained sites such as MBARI 3 and 
Wildlife. As such, the sliding block framework does not 
appear to produce strong evidence to support the 
conclusion that the MSRs back-calculated for lateral 
spreads by Olson and Johnson (2008) are related to 
those back-calculated for liquefaction flow failures by 
Olson and Stark (2002).  

Without performing more detailed analyses of all of the 
case histories in the Olson and Johnson (2008) database, 
it is impossible to determine if the overprediction of MSR 
observed for MGARI 3 and Wildlife persists throughout 
the case history database.  It is possible to project that the 
extremely high levels of uncertainty associated with the 
sliding block framework do exist, however, and that they 
have a profoundly negative impact on the evaluation of 
performance in a modern PBEE framework.  It is 
important, whether laterals spreading displacements are 
to be estimated in a performance-based or more 
traditional framework, to recognize and properly account 
for the high level of uncertainty inherent in its prediction 
by sliding block procedures. 
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